Let sk(n) be the largest integer such that every n-point interval order with NO antichain of more than k points includes an Sk(n)-point 'semiorder. When k = 1, s,(n) = n since all interval ordexs with no two-point antichains are ch:&s. Given (c,, . . . , c,) = (1,2,3,3,4), it is shown that s,(n)=q, for n ~4, s&z)= c, for R 45, and, for all positive n, s,!n +4) = s,(n) + 3, s& + 5) = ,~&a) G 3. Hence s2 has a repeating pattern of length 4 [1,2,3,3;4,5,6,6;7,8,9,9;...], d an s, has a repeating pattern of length 5 El, 2,3,3,4; 4,5,6,6,7; 7,8,9,9,10;. . .]. Let s(n) be the largest integer such that every n-point interval order includes an s(n)-point semiorder. It was proved previously that SOI -1) = s(n) = $I+ 1 for even n from 4 to 14, and that ~(17) = 9. 'We prove here that s(15)=s(16)=9, so that s begins 1,2,3,3,4,4.. . . , 8,8.9,9,9. Since s(n)/n + 0, s cannot have a repeating pattern.
Semiorders [3] and interval orders [l; i are partial orders with linear threshold structures. IFollowing their introduction in preference theory, they have been explored by a number of investigators (see [2] for references). For present purposes, it suffices to recall that < is an interval order on a finite set X if and only if there is a mapping I from X into the set of closed real intervals with finite, positive lengths such that Vx., y EX: x C, y iff sup I(x) < inf I(y), and that -z is a semiorder if and only if there is such a representation in which no I(x) intersects each of three pairwise dis.joint I(y). In the latter case, all intervals can be constructed to have the same length. In both cases, with x-y exactly when neither xt y nor Y-C x, x -y iff I(x) n I(y) # 8. Hence, when -is interpreted as an indifference, similarity, or indistinguishability relation, we see that semiorders embody the notion of a constant linear threshold, whereas interval orders deal with variable thresholds of &scriminability.
The present work continues an investi,gation [2] of maximum semiorders within interval ord#ers. In addition to s(n)-the largest integer such that every interval order on II points includes a semiorder on at least s(n) points-we shall consider semiorders within inte:ival orders w o!;e largest antichains are constrained to 0012-365X/82/000&0ooo1$02.75 @ 1982 North-Holland contain no more than k points. An antichain in an interval order (X, < ) is a subset of X such that x-y for all x and y in the subset. Let sk(n) be the largest integer rn such that every interval order on n points that has no antichain on more than k points includes a semiorder on m points. Clearly, s"(n)=s(n), and sl(n)= n since all interval orders with no two-point antichains ,~e linear orders, or chains. The next section proves that
[n=O,l,...,; i=l,2, 3, 4] where (cl, c2,, c3, cd) = (1,2,3,3). Hence s2, whose sequence is 1,2,3,3; 4,5,6,6; 7,8,9,9; . . . .I has a repeating pattern of length 4 with s2(rz+4) = s2(n)+3.
Section 3 then demonstrates that
where c5 = 4, so that s3, with sequence 1,2,3,3,4; 4,5,6,6,7; 7,8,9,9,10;.
. . , has a repeati:lgpattern of length 5 with s3(n + 5) = s3( ra) + 3. The proof for s3 involves an interesting induction argument that is applied to each of four disjoint subsequences of the ,positive integers. The question of repeating patterns for values of k 24 is open. The paper concludes with a proof of the assertion in [2] that ~(15) = ~(16) = 9. This, in ccnjunction with values of s(n) established in [2] , shows that the first 17 s(n) VAur:ri are 1, 2,3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,8,8,9,9,9. Since s(n)/n + 0 as n -+ m, as shown in [2] , there is no upper bound on the number of consecutive n at which s(n) has the same value.
-IPOiint sultich&ls Fig. 1 illustrates an interval order on 4n+ i points that has no three-point antichain. One interval is completely to the left of another if the point in X mapped into t;Ime first interval stands in the relation -C to the point mapped into the second interval. Since each of the four-interval blocks contributes exactly three points to a maximum semiorder, s2(4n + i) c 3n -I-ci for i = 1,2,3,4, where (c *, . . . , c,) = ( 1,2,3,3).
Th' IS ifiequality cannot be sharpened.
$412 + i) = 3n + ci for n = 0, 1, . . . ; i = t, ?;, 3,4; md (cl, c2, c3, c,+) = (L&3,3). .r.
Roof. The result is obvious for n = 0. Alauming that the result holds through n 30, we show that it holds at n + 1. Given an interval order on 4(n + I>+ i points, 1s i G 4, indexed so that 1; s Ii G * * * d I;;(n+lj+ir where 1; (I:) is the left (right) end point of the interval for point i, let m = I{i: I%<I;}I. Because the interval order is prlesumed to have no three-point antichain, m ~{3,4}. Therefore at leiast three intervals are strictly to the left of the intervals for points 5 through 4(n -t 1) + i. Conseqluently, s,(4(n + l)+ i)as,(3)+sz(4(n + 1)-t i-4)
Since we have already shown ( Fig. 1 ) that s,(4(n + l)+ ci) G 3(n + l)+ c,, the desired result holds at n + 1. The general claim of the theorem then follows from induction on n. The claim that sj(i) = q for 1 s i s 5 is easily seen to be valid, and we assume henceforth that the n = 0 part of Theorem 2 holds. Since the proof of the theorem involves several steps, we begin by adapting the method of the preceding proof to obtain a lower bound on s3.
No four-pofnt antfchaf~~

Lemma 1. S&n + i) 3 3?I -i-C+
Proof. Assume that this is true through n b 0. To verify it ;at n + 1, let the points of an interval order on 5(n + 1)-t i points (1 G i C 5) with no four-point antichain be indexed SO that 1; =Z * . * d I;in+l)+is Because there is no four-point antichain, at least M-2 of the intervals for points 1 through M must lie completely to the left of the intervals for points M+ 1 through 5(n + I)+ i, and therefore s,(5(n -t 1) + i) 3 s.JM-2) f sJ5(n + 1) + i -M). We shall use this fact in three of the dive cases for i, namely i E {2,3,5}:
Case i = 1: Since s3 cannot decrease, s,(5(n + 1) -I-l)> ~~(5; + 5) 3 3n* + cs = 3(n + l)+ cl (c5 = 4, cl = 1).
Case i=2: Set M=4. Then s3(5(n+1)+2)as3(2)+sJ(Zn+3)~2+(3n+cg)= 3(,n + 1) + cp (Cj = 3, c2 = 2).
Case i=3: Set M=5. Then s,(5(n+1)+3)~ss,(3)+s,(5n+3)~3+((3n+cg)= 3(n + 1) + c3.
Case i = 4: By monotorticity, s3(5(n f 1) + 4) 2 s3(5(r + i) 9 3) a 3(n + 1) + ~4 since c.+ = c3.
Case i=5: Se1 M=5. Then sf(5(fl-+1)+5)3~s3(3)+s3(5n+5)>3+(3n+c5)=
3(n,+ 1)-t-c+
Hence the indicated lower bound on s3 holds at n + 1. 0
We shall next identify a key construction for induction that is used later to establish upper bounds on s3 values. The descriptions in the: following paragraph are presumed in Lemma 2.
Let A, B and C be successively inclusive interval orders on K, K + 6 and K + 10 points, respectively: I3 is formed from A by adding six points to A without changing any 4 or -s relationships within A, and C is formed from B by adding four points ao I? without ckanging any < or -relationships within B. The additions are shown diagrammatically in Fig. 2 . It is assumed that K 94. The interval representation for A involves a chain on points 1 through a, with 1 # a, plus intervals for points 2 and b that, respectively, intersect 1 and a (we require (2,b) nil, a) = $3, but allow 2 and b to be the same point), plus other intervals. All of the other intervals begin after 1 and 2 and end before the right ends of a and b. 'To get E lirom A, add points 3, 4 and 5 at the left end of A so that 5c 41(1,2} with the interval for 3 intersecting 5, 4, 2 and 1 (but no others), and add paints c, d and e at the right end of A in a symmetric manner. To get C from B, l YO new points (6 and 7, or f and g) are added on to each end of B as ind' ated in Fig. 2 , with the intervals for 3 and c extended if necessary to intersect 6 and 7 or f and g. Let a(A) be the maximum number of points in any semiorder included within A, and define e(B) and g(C) similarly.
Remark. I[f A includes no antichain on four or more points, then neither does B or C. In our later induction, C takes the place of A ita the "niext step" with points 6, 7, f and g serving the role .formerly played by 1, 2, a and 6, respectively. every semiorder in C that has a(C) points contains either point 6 or 7, and either point f or g; and every semiorder in C that has u(C) -1 points contains at ieast one point from {6,7, f, g}.
Lemma 2. Suppose every semiorder in A that has a(A) points contains either point 1 or 2, and either point a or b, and that every semiorder in A that has u(A)-3. points contains at least one point from
Proof. With IAIa4, we assume the hypotheses of Lemma 2 throu.ghout this proof. For definiteness, assume also that each semiorder on A to be caqsidered that has u(A) -1 points contains a point in (1,2}. Given a u(A)-point semiorder within A, we can add two but not three points from (3,4,5)-_e.g., 4 and 5-and two but not three points from {c, (2, To complle:te the proof of Theorem 2, we apply Lemma 2 to the following subsequentzes, of integers whose successive terms, with alternating increases of six and four, adhere to the pattern described before Lemma 2: To check A for S4 (see Fig. 3 ) against the hypotheses of Lemma 2, note first that if neither a nor li is used in a semiorder, then the semiorder has at most six poitlts. Second, if none of 1,2, a and b is used in a semiorder, then it has at most five points. 
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I-Y I A FOR S3
A FOR S4
Fig. 3. Interval orders with IBID four-point antuAni~~s.
With ~~(4) = 3 for the first term in Sl, successive applications of Lemma Therefore s3(5n + i) c 3n + ci for n = 0, 1, . . . , and i = 1,2, . . . ,5.. The conclusion of Theorem 2 then follows immediately from Lemma 1.
A jpleeial case
We conclude with a proof of the following theorelm. Since s is monotonic nondecreasing, and it is known1 [2] that ~('15) < ~(16) =Z 9 = ~(171, Theorem 3 shows that ~(15) = ~(16) = 9. As in [:2], the ensuing proof makes frequent use of the fact that two disjoint antichains form a semiorder, and the fact that if x1,. . . , x,,, are semiordered subsets of X such that x-c y whenever x C: Xi, y E Xi and 1 c i < j s m, then IJ Xi is a semiordered subset of X. We also refer to any four points in X that do not form a semiorder (see Sl in Fig. 3) = {a+, a,+lr. . . , c-q). Also let N=l(i: r; <z;}l, so that N intervals are completely left o:f Z9. We examine the possibilities for N, beginning with the easier cases.
Case N 6 9: a; is a semiorder since it has an eight-point antichain. Case N 35: Since s(5) = 4, the five or more points with Zi left of Z9 include a four-point semiorder. Since s(7) = 5, a:' includes a five-point semiorder. The union of the two scmiordew is a nine-point semiorder.
Case N = 2: Let Zi and Zi be left of Z9. Since ai includes a seven-point antichain, we get a nine-point semiorder if {a,, q} U ai; has a two-point antichain. Otherwise, {a,, ai} LJ ai; is an eight-point chain, say with a, -C ai -C a,,< l -a-c a15. These eight plus one point from A = X\{a,, L+, alO, . . . , al5} give a nine-point semii;;der unless every x E A forms a Q-set with three points in the eight-point chain. But then, since IAl = 7, A lJi:c+, alo} is a nine-point semiorder (two antichains).
Case N = 3. Our proof for this case tries to avoid a nine-point semiorder and shows that this is impossible. With three Zi left of Z9, we re-index the first eight points so that Each of I4 through Is be$ns at or before Z,, but it need not be true that z;=zG. -*szi.
Under the rc-indexing, a 4" is a six-poirnt antichain. To avoid a nine-point semiorder, assume henceforth that a :g has no three-point antichain.
(1)
Then, by Theorem 1, a :z includes a five-point semiorder. Suppose a,, is in an antichain with .a4 and a,. Then a:" is a seven-point antichain, so to a:*oid a two-point antichain elsewhere we require a: U ai: to be an eight-point chain. But then, as in the proof of N = 2, either this chain plus one point in ai0 give a nine-point semiorder, or else ai0 plus two points from the chain yield a nine-point semiorder (two antichains). Therefore, to avoid a ninepoint :;emiorder. a,,, must not be in an antichain cyith a4 and ag: either Z;1' < ITo or 1; < Zlo. However, if Z$ <Zio, then (Q,, uzY asp a9) in union with a five-point semiorder from a:; (see (1) above) gives a nine-point semiorder. So assume henceforth that z; c ITo s1 z; . .Aspect$ of semiorders within intePua1 orders 189 in ai; (see (1)). To avoid this, assume henceforth that
This, plus I,,< 1: from (2) , implies that ai0 is a six-poiut. antichain, Suppose ai5 has no three-point antichain. Then, by Theorem 1, ai includes a six-point semiorder which, in union with a:, yields a nine-point semiorder. In view of this and (1), we assume henceforth that a, and two Ui in ai; form a three-point antichain.
(4)
We now turn to aspects of smaller i. Since 1: <ITo by (2), we get a nine-point semiorder with five points from a$ plus a;" unless a;' in a Q-set, which requires Ii c 1;.
(5)
We note also that, in order to avoid a nine-point semiorder, it must be true that 1; =G 1; for exactly four i E (4,5,6,7,8}.
For, if two or more Zi for 4~ i s 8 are right of Is, then these plus ai' yield a six-point semiorder (s(9) = 6), which in conjunction with a: gives a nine-point semiorder. And, if all five of I4 through I8 intersect Is, then af is a six-point antichain whose union with the three-point antichain in ai (by (4)) yields a nine-point semiorder.
Henceforth, let j denote the one i E {4,5,6,7,8) for which 13+ -C 1; according to (6). By (5), j ~4. Fig. 4 gives a picture of 4 along with the others that we have developed to this point. Each of (1) through (6) is at least partially depicted in the figure.
Towards completing the proof for N = 3, we note next that if both 4 and Ilo are left of III, then a:U{q, alo} plus four in a:: form a nine-point sem.:order, and if both 4 and Ito intersect II1 then (c+}U ai' and af\{ai} are disjoint antichains with nine points. Therefore, we assume henceforth that either I; < 1;r G I&, Assume in this partgraph that (7) hol,ds. Since Z,,, intersects Zri, (1) requires alO4 u12 or aI14 a12. If aroK a12, a nine-point semiorder results from ai U {q} and five in a$ if alo is in the latter fivle, it cannot be in a Q-set along with ai . smce alo< a12. Assume henceforth in this paragraph that If Zr2 is left of Zr3, then a:U [ail) U u:: is, a nine-point semiorder, so assume also that 113 c Ztt. Then, by (I) and (9), ZloC 113, i.e. alo4 u13. But then a: U{t+, alo, aI,} U 0,:; is a nine-point semiorder. Hence, when (1) through (7) hold, we are driven to conclude that (K, < ) includes a nine-point semiorder.
Assume in this paragraph that (8) holds. Then, since alo< all, (4) implies that Z9 intersects Z,2, or ZIzCZG. Now ir I1 1 and Zi also intersect Zr2, then a~2\{a10} equals two antichains and is therefore a nine-point semiorder. (119 Given (I@), (1) implies Q L2< (a13; hence a: U{q, alo, a12}U a:; is a nine-point semiordcr. (Given (119, (4) requires Zs *tcI intersect Z13: then, if Z12 also intersects Zr3, the nine-point. set af U a:; decomposes into two antichains; and if ur2< a13, a: U a:: is a nine-point semiorder. Hence, when (1) through (6) hold along with (8) (X,x) includes a nine-point zemiorder.
As shown, if any of (1) through (7) fail, or if any of (1) through (6) plus (8) fail., then (X,,<) includes a nine-point semiorder. It follows that (X,4) has a ninepoint semiorder whenever N = 3.
Case N = 4: Given a revised initial ordering Zl c ---c I&, of right end points and N' = I{i: Z7+ < ZJ, the foregoing proofs for Nf 4 apply symmetrically to N' # 4. Therefore, we need only considt,:r the dual case N = N' = 4 to conclude the proof of Theorem 3.
GivenN=N'=4andX={a,,..., ar5}, let (a?, a2, u3, a3 be the N = 4 points, and let {or2, u13, ur4, ar5} be the N'=4 points. p:' a: is not a Q-set, then its four points plus five from the s,even-point set whose 4 arc right of Zr through I4 form a nine-point semiorder. Since a similar result holds for ais, assume henceforth that a': and ai;
are Q-sets with al< a24 as35 a,?< a14-c a15, and let J= [minta,', Ii}, max{l,,, a&j. If the intervals for tbr::e points in a$' lie wholly within J, these three plus some three from each of .gt and ais yield a nine-point emiorder. On the other hand, if five of lthe seven points in ai' have intervals not wholly within .I, these five plus a3, a,!, a 12 and aI3 consti%te two antichains. ence (X, 0 must have a nine-point semiorder when N = N" = 4, and the proof
